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editorial
Senate
Game

Playing

Poor baby. .Ainother senator introduced an amendment inserting an unnecessary comma in the bill and proceeded to explain (with a straight
face) how much that comma meant
to the meaning of the bill. Another
amendment was introduced to ask
voters to ratify county by county
their desire to have Sunday sales,
rather than just have to disallow it
if they didn't want it (as the bill
stated in the first place).
The amendments weren't violent
opposition to important controversial

legislation, but irresponsible acts on
the part of certain senators. When
bills are piling up in committees and
it is evident that it'll be a squeeze to
get everything done before the end
of the session, these men decided to
play games and send this sensational
but unimpressive issue back to the
House. There it would just take up
more time to consider and more
trouble to pass.
Senators and representatives
should realize by now that they were
not elected to play games on the

~f/;f"Professors Must Break Stereotype Mold

Senate floor while legislation needing
consideration waits; especially when
the game players knew everyone had
made up their minds before the session and the bill was likely to pass,
and did-25 to 15.
If the legislature gets stuck working desperately on really important
legislation up to the last second of
the session, and if their behavior yesterday is indicative of their willingness to get to work, I can only say
I told you so.
Barb Morgan

c· (

Conference Evaluates Teacher's Role in Classroom

By PAT McARDLE
At a teacher evaluation
. conference held Friday at UNM,
Kenneth Eble, the keynote
speaker, expressed amazement at
"how much teaching owes to the
unn!'ltural fact that the young will
sit still. There they are in
bolted-down seats for God's sake,
and the wonder is not that they
learn but that they stay."
"Teacher Evaluation- Why?
By Whom? How? was the subject
of the one-day conference held in
the Union Ballroom. Students,
faculty and administrators from
colleges in Texas, New Mexico,
Colorado and Utah discussed the
past and the future of teacher
evaluation at the university level.
Eble is director of the Project
to Improve College Teaching
presently based at the University
of Utah. He has been Wot'king
with this project, which
emphasizes undergraduate
teaching, since the fall of 1969.
Of the colleges he has studied he
said, "Over half have started a
form of student • initiated teacher
evaluation in the past 10 years."
Professorial Concern
"I don't think the students are
trying to squeeze the teacher into
a mold, but it is true, in
humanities as well as the sciences,
that they want their professors to
show more concern."
Hal Moore, a professor of

'IS THERE A POLITE ':JriAY TO KICK A LADY?'

The ~controversial New Mexico
Sunday liquor sales bill was on the
Senate floor after it had come out of
a House committee where it had been
written.
The bill, to keep the bars open on
Sunday from noon to midnight, was
not a momentous piece of legislation.
It won't, in any lasting way, contribute to the culture, development or
progress of the state.
Granted, there might have been
some moral question involved. There
might have been great pressure by
the liquor lobby. However, the infantile and irresponsible actions of senators who vainly tried to defeat the
bill or send it back to the House were
more than comic.
One senator complained that the
18-year-old vote and the Sunday liquor sales questions might be on the
ballot during his next election year.
'

i

English at the University of Utah,
also spoke at the morning session.
His argument, in favor of teacher
evaluation, was, "a course is only
as good as the person who teaches
it." He continued, "No one but a
student can give you this kind of
evaluation."
Teaching Enhancement
Eble said many faculty
members have pointed out that
good teaching in the long run
doesn't pay off the way research
does. One of the project's goals is
to find ways to "enhance the

Kenneth Eble

Pro})Osal W ot1ld Cut U Budget
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Nixo1t: Vietna1n <A 1rgu1:shintg''
Bu-t Mideast Va,ng,erous'
By STEWART HENSLEY
WASHlNGTON (UPI)-President
Nixon declared Thursday that an
enormous increase in Russia's
strategic military power in recent
years "could tempt Soviet leaders
into bolder challenges" in the Middle
East and elsewhere and lead to
nuclear confrontation with the
United States.
While Vietnam ··is "our most
anguishing problem," he said, the
Middle East is "the most dangerous"
because of a vastly greater potential
for an uncontrollable
Soviet-American collision.
Nixon's second annual "State of
the World" report to Congress on
U. 8. foreign policy, largely the
handiwork of Henry A. Kissinger, his
national security affairs adviser,
broke no new ground but suggested
increased administration pessimism
over Soviet-American relations in the
past year.
He renewed his offer to "establish
a dialogue" with Communist China,
and pointedly referred three times to
its official name, "Peoples Republic
of China," the first American
president to do so in an official
document.
On Indochina, Nixon predicted
continued progress in withdrawing
U. 8. troops despite "some very
serious problems" with Communist
forces in the region. Domestically, he
said, the administration's task will be
to explain that even after most
American forces have returned
home, "North Vietnamese actions
could require high levels of American
assistance and air operations."
The 65,000-word report expressed
wariness about Soviet nuclear
weapons intentions and concern over
Soviet actions in the Middle East, the
Caribbean and in Berlin. Its

pessimistic tone doubtless reflected
the results of another year of trying
to get the Soviets to talk about
easing tensions.
Nixon said he was encouraged by
serious talks with Russia on limiting
strategic nuclear weapons,
notwithstanding disagreements over
what to do about Antiballistic
Missile Systems ( A..Biv!S) and how to
define offensive weapons.
But he said it was not at all clear
whether the Kremlin truly
recognized the need to curtail
nuclear arms for "strategic stability"
or whether it was trying to achieve a
first-strike nuclear capability.
"We believe the number of Soviet
strategic forces now exceeds the level
needed for deterrence," Nixon said.
The Russians' big 889
intercontinental ballistic missle, "if
further improved and deployed in
sufficient numbers, could be
uniquely suitable for a first strike
against our land-based deterrent
forces," he said.
The President disclosed that by
the end of 1970, the Soviet Union
had 1440 ICBMS compared to the
United States' 1054, an increase of
331 by the Russians and none by
Americans.
Similarly, the United States had
656 submarine-launch ballistic
missiles at year's end, the same as a
year earlier, while the Soviet figure
had risen from 240 to 350. "By the
mid-1970s, we expect the Soviets to
have a force of ballistic missile
submarines equal in size to our
own;'' he said.
He noted Russia appears to have
slowed down deployment of
land-based strategic missile
launchers.
"The significance of this
development is not clear," Nixon

said. "The U .8 .S .R. could be
exercising self-restraint ... or, the
slowdown could be temporary and
could be followed, in due course, by
a resumption of new missile
deployments. The delay could mean
that the Soviet Union is preparing to
introduce major qualitative
improvements, such as a new
warhead or guidance system. Finally,
the slowdown could presage the
deployment of an altogether new
missile system."
The United States will watch the
situation closely, he said, and if
Russia intensifies the strategic arms
race, "it will be necessary for us to
act appropriately."
Throughout the document, Nixon
made it clear he was determined to
maintain U.S. military strength,
including the development of the
safeguard ABM, until he had
concrete evidence that Russia really
wished to reach some tension-easing
agreements.
The United States realizes that
U .8.-Soviet interests on a broad
range of issues will naturally conflict
as Russia continues to emerge as a
global power, Nixon said.
"But the natural expansion of
Soviet influence in the world must
not distort it.self into ambitions for
exclusive or predominant positions.
For such a course ignores the
interests of others, including
ourselves. It must and will be
resisted. It can, therefore, lead only
to confrontation."
The President promised to
·examine carefully possibilities for
increased contacts between the
Chinese and Ameriean peoples. "In
this decade ... there will be no more
important challenge than that of
drawing the Peoples .Republic of
China into a constructive

'Synthesize'
Kilker criticized the use of
computers as a sole method of
evaluation. His recently published
evaluation was in turn criticized
for being too subjective. He
replied, "We used third person
student observers, who had a
familiarity with a department's
instructors and its offerings, to sit
in on classes and synthesize." The
results were then "expressed in
literary terms which the reviewer
felt best summarized the sense
impressions of all factors
involved."
He also challenged the belief of
many faculty members that they
"have the right to refuse to
submit to student evaluation." He
asked the audience how they
would go about eva.Iuating a man
who refused to use class time. A
student from the University of
Albuquerque replied that if a

teacher refused their evaluation, course."
the students planned to
Evaluation Pitfalls
"unofficially walk out of the
Some of the possible pitfalls of
class."
evaluation were discussed by
Adams made <! comparison Murphy, He pointed out the
from a teacher's point of view possibility of "conftlsing course
between teaching a class that evaluation with teacher
students want to take, and evaluation, or a lack of distinction.
teaching one tJ-.ey are required to between popularity and
take. Referring to one of his own effectiveness regarding an
classes he said, "I was thinking of individual professor." He
asking Vice President (for advocated a plan for long-range
Academic Affairs Chester) evaluation of former students
Travelstead if it was possible for a which would determine the
faculty member to drop ~.ft'jmate effectiveness of a
.. .-;;,· :;;;--··teacher.
·
M\e t z ler said the rna th
d e p'a r t m e n t h a d been
experimenting with some forms of
., "visitation." This involves
teachers sitting in on each others'
classes to evaluate one another
and to be exposed to other
methods, In his own
said he allows time for
ev~UU!lticm of the course and his
teaching methods throughout the
year. He also takes time to
evaluate his classes while they are
eva! uating him.
Durjng the last period of open
discussion, Travelstead invited
representatives from the faculty
and students to meet with him
and plan the next step for teacher
evaluation at UNM. He said,
"Evaluation in the 70's is not only
desirable, it is imperative. I pledge
you my support."
Hal Moore

NEV\1
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Analysis:

teaching aspect of a college
professor's career."
A panel was presented in the
afternoon to discuss course
evaluation at UNM. Members of
the panel were Clinton Adams,
dean of the College of Fine Arts,
Ernie Kilker, ASUNM teacher
evaluation coordinator, Richard
Murphy, chairman of the
department of geography, and
Richard Metzler, from the
department of mathematics.

DFA Recommendati.on Gets Negative Reaction

relationship with the world
community, and particularly with
the rest of Asia."
At the same time, he stressed the
United States would not abandon its
military commitment to Nationalist
China and would continue to oppose
moves to deprive the Taiwan
government of its United Nations
seat to give it to mainland China.
On Indochina, the President said
he was encouraged by the progress of
the Vietnamization program, was
confident that Saigon forces could
"fully stand on their own against a
determined enemy" and added that
80 percent of South Vietnam was no
under Saigon's control.
Nixon warned, however, that
despite heavy losses, Hanoi still had
"the manpower, the logistical
network and the dedication to
continue fighting if they wish."
"Enemy intentions and
capabilities in Indochina will pose
some hard choices about the
deployment of allied troops as we
pursue our own withdrawals,'' he
said.
His highest priority still was a
negotiated peace for all Indochina,
he said, but Hanoi's refusal to
consider his October, 1970, peace
plan leaves the United States no
choice but to continue its program
of gradual withdrawal "while giving
the region's friendly countries the
time and the means to defend
themselves."
On Indochina, Nixon reported
major gains during 1970, including
steady reduction of U.S. troop
strength and a more than 50 percent
drop in American combat.deaths. He
again asserted that th<l Cambodian
operation was "crucial to our effort
to reduce our involvement in the

war."

/

Dance Workshop

Lucille Dworsky, left, Alexa
Roberts and Jennifer Caplan
rehearse for the music
department's dance workshop to
be performed on March 5-7 at
8:15 p.m. The program is almost
entirely choreographed by
students.

Proposed cuts in next year's
st.ate appropriations for higher
education would result in
"disasterous consequences,"
including the possibility of an
enrollment limitation at UNM,
University President Ferrel Heady
warned Saturday.
The Department of Finance
and Administration (DFA)
recently recommended
lippropriations for the state's
colleges be cut by $2.5 million
from the $45.9 million
rpcommended hy the Board of
Educational Finance (BEF).
In addition, the powerful
House Appropriations and
Finance Committee has shown
reluctance to approve a BEF
recommended tuition increase of
10 percent, which was expected
to bring the universities an
additional $1 million.
.,
The DFA proposal would cut
$1.2 million from UNM's budget,
and loss of revenue if a tuition
in crease is not approved is
estimated at $400,000.
The
original DFA
recommendation for the
universities was $20.6 million,
close to the $20.9 million
recommended by the BEF. The

recommended cut to $19.7
million is reported to have been
made by the DFA to give the
Department of Health and Social
Services $4.2 million to finish this
year in the black.
Heady, speaking before the
Alumni Association Board of
Directors meeting, said the BEF
projected a 6.8 percent increase in
enrollment for UNM next year,
but University officials believe a
10 percent increase "would be
more realistic."
In the last two years, actual
enrollment increases at UNM have
been double what the BEF
projected and what the University
has been funded for. This year the
BEF enrollment miscalculation
cost UNMan estimated $850,000,
which "seriously strained"
University resources, Heady said.
If UNM does not get the funds
recommended by the BEF as well
as additional revenue from a
tuition increase, "we will face a
drastic decline in quality and
standards which will affect all the
students we admit, or we must
turn away large numbers of
otherwise qualified applicants.
"Under these circumstances, I
would advocate we take all the

actions we reasonably can to
restrict enrollment, with the
objectives we avoid, if we possibly
can, an actual enl'Ol!ment next fall
beyond the increase over this year
projected by the BEF," Heady
said.
The necessity to limit
enrollment would be a "rejection
by New Mexico of the needs of its
young people and would
jeopardize the plans for
development of our state's
economy in the 1970's," he
atlded.
He also pointed out that with
increased operating costs, the
DFA recommendations "would
scarcely permit the University to
operate at this year's level with no
increase in enrollment."
The alumni board approved
unanimously a resolution asking
for state support of UNM to be
set at a level no lower than that
recommended by the BEF. They
also called for passage of the 10
percent tuition hike which was
originally recommended. The
resolution is directed to Gov.
Bruce King, the BEF and the
Legislative Finance Committee.
The DFA's proposed cuts
would also take about $2 million
from public school funding.

University A5tztcly Com,n7ittee May Not be Continued
Senate Unit Gives Bill 'Do Not Pass· Recommendation
A bill asking continuation of
the Legislative University Study
Committee (LUSC) was giv!'n a
"tlo not pass" recommendation
by the St•nate Education
Commltt!'e (SEC) last Friday.
Thl' LUSC proposal was
introduced to the SEC by Sen. Ike
Smalley (D - Hidalgo • Sien•a ·
Luna) on!' of the original sponsors
of the first f,USC proposal in
1968. Tlw bill will be vott>d on by
the St>nate today. If tht•
unfavorablt• committe!' n•porL is
adopted f.lw bill will lw killed. If
tlH• St•nat<• oV!'t'f;urns the
connnit.lN' n•port, St•nate hill ·Hl
will go to f.lw S<•nate FiuatH't'
Commit.LN•, which is chain•d by
Small!'Y, for its t'Pcommtmdaf.ion
since the mcasmt> req twst.s a

$fi0,000 allocation.

Monday; March 1, 1971

The LUSC was formed in 1968
in the wake of "The Love Lust
Poem" controversy, which was
created by the use of an allegedly
"dirty" poem in a fn•slunan
English class. Then called the
Legislative Universities
Investigating Committee, the
LUSC was asked by Uw legislatme
to investigate and repot·t on
problems of th!' statp's
uniwrsities. Sub seq ucnt solicited
t Ps tim ony a!ld reports WN't'
primarily concl'!'ned with the
polit'i<•s of UNM.
D c Pndcrs of Lht> mt'asurp
laud I'd tlw L USC, giving it credit
for changps and )Wacc 011 tlw
UNM campus.
Rep. M<•rrill Taylor (R-Sau
Juan) cii.Nl ar1•as wht>l'l' tlw LUSC
had been pll'ased with

r

UNM "progress'' such as the
"cleaning up of The Lobo" and
the "sobering effect the LUSC
had on the philosophy of higher
education in the state." Taylor
gave credit to the LUSC for the
"lack of confrontations and the
air of concern by legislators and
administmtors of the University.
We should continue the study
committee becausE' UNM would
boil ovet• again if tlw LUSC was
not in <'xisLE>nce."
AI though the LUSC is
d1'awn·up as a study committee
for all the stale universities,
dming l.t>stimony senal.m·s and
witnesses n•ferred to prob!Nns on
"tlw campus," wihtout naming a
specific r;chool. 'rhe only stlldl'nts
testifying against thl' bill wt•re
Tom Hogg, ASUNM lobbyist, and

Bill Pickens, ex-GSA president,
both from UNM.
"The existence of the LUSC
affects student morale. It is not
needed since there are other
channels of communication
b!'tween UNM and the legislature,
such as the Board of Educational
Finance (BEF), the Governor's
Student Council, student lobbies
and the Legislatiw Finance
Committee," said Pickens.
"Tht• imag<' gap" was stl'essed
by Hogg in his arguments against
co11linuation of the LUSC. "65
percent of UNM's students feel
that thl' NI'W M~>xico legislature is
doing less than a good job. This
figure was arrived at through
results of a random sampling of
students," said Hogg, who blamed
the bad image of !ht> legislatlll'P 011

the impre~ion the LUSC had
made on the students of UNM.
"It is wrong that the LUSC can
take credit for changes in the
universities, especially at UNM.
The corttinuation of the LUSC
cotlld damage the reputation of
New Mexican universities in the
long run," said representatives of
the American Association of
University Women (AAUW) who
joined Pickens and Hogg in their
opposition to the bilL
One of the SEC's opponents to
the measure, Sen. John D. Rogers
(D·Los Alamos, said, "Smalley
has testified that no specific
agenda or plan of study has been
projected by the LUSC. This
vagueness of purpose was the
commiH<'e's own condemnation."

State Legislatures Reluctant to lDe(Ll Witlt Unrest

Union Board Authorizes
Corr1mittee Investigation
Into Management Policies
Union Board Friday authorized managerial role in· matters of this
preliminary inquiries to determine kind. It should be clear that the
the focus of a proposed full-scale resolution of personnel matters
investigation of the administrative rests with the established
practices of the Union administrative bodies mentioned."
management.
The statement mentioned the
A two-member subcommittee fomalized steps of employe
of the board was set up to grievance handling outlined in the
"determine if a full-scale employe's policy manual and the
investigation is necessary," said unwritten "chain · of · command
Don Schlegel, acting chairman of procedure" available to students.
the Board.
"Administrat.ively, a student
The board also voted to employe also has recourse through
encourage development of a the chain· of· command, to his
Universit.y-wide grievance channel employer's immediate superior
for student employes and and in sequence to the President
delegated the question of worlter and ultimately the Regents," the
representation on the board to its position paper said.
constitutional revision committee.
Before passing on the
The subcommittee is charged investigation of the specific
with "seeking preliminary charges brought, the board moved
information" based on the to encourage the establishment of
original complaint of poor a "student grievance procedure"
management filed Feb. 19 by throughout the University.
student employe Joey Maez to
That decision came after
"see if a full-blown investigation is statements by Fred Chreist;
necessary," said Schlegel.
assistant director of student aids,
The motion, introduced by indicating students do not have a
Terry Toomey, called for an formalized grievance structure,
ongoing investigation into the
"There is no central location to
charges of "job discrimination, take care of procedural matters.
harassment, wages and poor We are working in the direction to
rna nagement" filed with the centralize," he said.
board.
Chreist said work-study
ASUNM President Eric Nelson students' grievances are handled
said he had heard "complaints informally through conferences
from students who hadn't with the student, the head of the
received satisfaction through the department and himself.
informal channels in the Union
The student is transferred as if
within the last quarter of last he is "unable to get along with his
semester. I want to hear the other immediate supervisor or peers "
side." Nelson, a Union Board or has had a cia~ schedule
-member; luid"Don Burge, newJY_,_ conflict.
appointed boat·d member, are
The work-study office has no
conducting the preliminary jurisdiction over students not on
inquiries.
work-study because "they are
Earlier in the meeting Harold hired by the departments," he
Lavendar, vice president for said.
student affairs, presented a
Lawrence Yehle, personnel
position paper for the director, explained the successive
administration that excluded the steps of the grievance procedures
board from a "managerial role" in set up for permanent staff
personnel matters.
members of the University.
"The Union Board has not
PAINTSVILLE, KEN.
(CPS/FPS)-1 f> girls in Paintsville,
Ky, will have to submit to
paddlings before they can re-enter
school. This punishment was
proclaimed after they wore
pantsuits to school last Jan. 27
during near-zero weather.
The school had already refused
to allow girls to wear pants on
cold days, after being requested
earlier to change the policy. So,
the principal said, the girls were
guilty of a "deliberate rules
violation." He then told them to
go home and not to retum until
they were willing to be paddled.

One of our
Paulists calls
it uhome" ...

Home is where the heart is.
Home is also wherever a
Paulist is needed.
Whether the Paulist works
in a ghetto, a college campus,
a city parish or a remote
corner of the United States.
he is serving.
The Paulist is ministering
with words, deeds and sacrament ... and zealous care to
the needs of God's People
everywhere. He is meeting
today's problems with thoughts
of those that will arise
tomorow.
That is the Paulist way.lt
isn't easy but the worthwhile
things of life seldom arc.
If you arc interested in
learning more about the Paulist
priesthood, write to:
Rev. Donald C. Campbell, C.S.P.
Vocation Director

<paulisth
Pat eJG
Room 113
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

...
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KEEP THE
GLASS

Ber itlienerschnitzel
·120 1 Central
Loma'
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Heport Shows Only 12 Laws Passed Helating to Campus Disorders

Peace Corps

Peace Corps Director Joe Blatchford talks with Peace Corps
Volunteers Overseas. This month marks the Corps 10th anniversary,
and the end of an era. The Peace Corps will merge with VISTA and
the Teachers Corps with Blatchford heading the new combined
agency.

Corps Maries lOtiL Anrtiversary
Volunteers Doubt Their Effort Worthwhile
WASHINGTON (UPI)- In its
first 10 years, the Peace Corps has
sent volunteers to improve the
Philippine rice harvest, restore the
grand mosque in Tunis, repair city
buses in Guinea and dig
innumerable latrines.
They also have picketed Vice
President Agnew in Afghanistan,
been officially kicked out of 10
countries, "liberated" two floors
of the agency's Washington
headquarters during a sit-in, and
drunk great quantities of native
beer.
One volunteer was eaten by a
crocodile.
Since President John F.
Kennedy signed an executive
order March 1, 1961, calling for
recruitment of a group of
"ambassadors of peace," about
50,000 Americans have spent at
least two years each in trying to
improve the standard of living in
backward parts of the globe.
"I am hopeful it will be a
source of satisfaction to
Americans and a contribution to
world peace," Kennedy said at. the
time.
A decade later, not even the
volunteers agree if the effort has
been worthwhile.
Monday's lOth anniversary
birthday party at Peace Corps
headquarters, a block from the
White House, also marks the end
of an era. Long proud of its
semi-independent status within
the government bureaucracy, the
Peace Corps is about to be merged
with its domestic counterpart,
Volunteers In Service to America
(VISTA), and the Teachers Corps,
bringing all the government's
volllnteer agencies under one roof.
Joseph H. Blatchford, now
Peace Corps director, will head
the new agency, which he says
will help redeem President
Nixon's campaign promise to
awaken the spirit of
"volunteerism" in Americans.
Blatchford is still searching for

a name for the Peace Corps·
VISTA alliance.
The Corps Is Born
For most Americans, the Peace
Corps was born in San Francisco's
Cow Palace six days before the
1960 presidential election.
Locked in a tight race with
then Vice President Nixon,
Kennedy proposed in a rousing
campaign speech "a Peace Corps
of talented young men willing and
able to serve their country ... for
three years as an alternative to
peacetime selective sprvice."
Kennedy's campaign staff had
been toying with the idea for
months. It was put forward in San
Francisco partially out of fear
that Nixon was about to steal a
march with his own proposal fot· a
"Youth Corps." The Nixon camp
actually had shelved that idea
weeks earlier, but the candidate
was quick to reply to Kennedy's
proposal.
"A haven for· draft dodgNs,"
Nixon called it.
The concept of sending young
Americans overseas to rough it on
the village level did not originate
with Kenn<'dY, however. Rep.
Henry Reuss (D-Wis.) and Sens.
Richard Neuberger (D·Ore.) and
Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.)
previously had mad<' thorough
studies of the idea.
With Humphrey's help,
legislation was enacted that
enlarged on Kennedy's proposals.
Women were to be included and
volunteers were to be deferred,
but not exempted, from the draft.
Kennedy promptly named his
brother • in · law, R. Sargent
Shriver, head of Chicago's
Merchandise Mart, the Corps' first
director.
The response to the new idea
was staggering. The White House
reported more letters on that
subject than any other, and the
skeleton Peace Corps staff was
deluged with applications.
"We are going to put particu Jar

Agnew Named 'Worst Golf Shot'
ATLANTA (UPI)- A mdio
station Thursday proclaimed Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew the
"World's Worst Golf Shot."
Agnew replied, "Many Shanks."
The Vice President., who
shanked a hall to the right into
the gallery at the recent Bob Hope
Desert Classic, was advised of the
proclamation by station WSB in

Whole Earth Catalog-Jan. Supplement $1.00
American Boys Handy Book
.~H.Dfl
Chicano, Vasquez
..
SfU)i)
and much new sluff· on order
Many ll1td('?'[!;1'0und newsjmjh~rs
and cmnix arr~ cmning

LIVING BATCH LIMITED
Opcu til l 0:00 P.M. Week Nights

Atlanta.
"Many shanks for your interest
in my recent golfing activities,"
Agnew wired back. "Your offer of
the special award for 'world's
worst golf shot' is most
generous."
The prize accompanying the
title, a trip to next. week's
Doral·Eastern golf tournament at
Miami, was passed on by Agnew
to Ms. G. L. Decker of Salem,
Ore., one of the spectators hit by
his errant shot. at the Desert
Classic.

~·
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emphasis on those men and
women who have skills in
teaching, agriculture and in
health," Kennedy said. But the
great majority of applications
came
from
college
undergmduates, long on idealism
but with little background in the
skills needed by developing
countries.
Thus the first project tended to
concentrate on "community and
rural development." Young
volunteers, after short hut
intensive training, and guided only
by an instict. for self-government.
and a liberal arts education, were
dropped into a strange society and
expected to judge for themselves
what nl'eded to be done. 'rheir
primary skill was enthusiasm.
''Sup erpion e(•rs. New
frontiersmen for a new society,"
Blatchford called those early
volunteers in a recent article.
One critic at the time passed
th!' volunteers off as "pony·
taiJpcJ coeds and crew-cut Jack
Armstrongs playing Albert
Schweitzer -- an apalling army of
innocents abroad."

Coke Appointment
Van Deren Coke, former
chairman of UNM's DepartmPnt
of Art, has been named director
of the internationally known
George Eastman House in
Rochester, N.Y. George Eastman
House is a museum of
photography and cinematography.
Coke, who is on a leave of absence
from UNM, will assume his new
duties on July 1, 1971.
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State I e gislatures showed a to vacate tlw premises of public
reluctance to pass legislation institutions of higher education
dealing with student unrest during on order of the chief
1970 sessions, a nationwide administrator or his designee, to
survey reveals. Of a total of 39 occupy a building unlawfully or
states holding legislative sessions to enter a building with the intent
during the year, only 12 actually of disruption.
passed laws that direetly relate to
New Mexico-Senate Bill 39
the question of campus defines as a petty misdemeanor
disturbances, according to the trespass on campuses of higher
findings of the Office of Research educational institutions in such a
and Information of the National way as to impede or interfere with
Association of State Universities normal lawful operation.
and Land-Grant C alleges
Wisconsin-Chapter 296
(NASULGC). There was a total of broadens the definition of campus
17 new laws.
misconduct to include building
The two most common types sit-ins which develop into building
of legislation each enacted in five seizures.
states, we1·e concerned with the
Legislative clamps were placed
establishment of penalties for on aid to students convicted of
those found guilty of various various campus disruption charges
charges of disturbance or in Illinois, Michigan, Oklahoma,
interference with activities of Tennessee and Wisconsin. At least
schools, colleges or universities 11 states now have such
and the revocation of financial aid legislation.
to students convicted of various
In Michigan provisions ,were
charg!ls related to campus added to the Appropriations Act
disruption. The seven additional for State Institutions of Higher
state laws pased during the year Education which prohibit the use
dealt with a variety of topics.
of state funds for " ... the
The 17 new laws compare with education of students convicted
64 pieces of student unrest of the offense of interference with
legislation which were enacted normal operations of any public
into law during 1969. The fact institution of higher
that 11 state legislatures did not education ... " Another provision
convene during 1970 probably prohibited the use of funds for
had some effect on the small the education of students who
amount of legislation passed in possess any firearm or other
comparison with 1969, when all dangerous weapon in the
but three legislatures were in university unless the firearm is
session.
registered with the institution.
States passing unrest legislation
0 ne condition of the
(with the number of bills enacted appropriation provided "that a
indicated in parentheses) student who causes willful damage
included: Arizona (1); Florida (1); to public property on a campus or
Illinois Maryland (1); Michigan other facility of a college or
(2); New Mexico (2); Ohio (1); university and subject to all other
Oklahoma (2); Tennessee (1); legal penalties shall be expelled
Virginia ( 2); Washington ( 1) and from the college or university."
Wisconsin ( 2).
The Illinois legislaturc attached
Laws setting penalties for the a section to the state
disturbance of or interferences
with activities of schools, colleges
or universities varied in
eomplexity. Thl• most dt•tail~d
legislai.ion was passed in Ohio,
including an addition to the
criminal code under the heading
of "OffensPs

appropriations bill that would
deny payment to faculty members
or other university employees
eonvicted of the offense of
interference with a public
institution of higher education as
well as for the education of
students convicted of that
offense. The offense with which a
person is charged is of paramount
importance in this legislation. A
student charged with disorderly
cond u.ct is not subject to this law
even though the act he committed
may be exactly the same as that
of someon else specifically
charged with interference with a
public institution of higher
education.
Oklahoma and Tennessee
passed similar legislation l'elated
to student aid. In Oklahoma,
Senate Bill 367 stated that:
"Student loans, grants,
fellowships, teaching fellowships
or other means of financial
assistance from either state or
federal funds may be revoked or
terminated for such activities as
rioting, and selling illegal drugs."
A ew law passed by the General
Assembly in Tennessee requires
the termination of student loans
and assistance programs supported
by state funds to students
convicted of any criminal offense
growing out of any student riot,
protest or disturbance.
The Wisconsin legislation set an
ineligibility time limit of from one
semester to two years for state
educational aid to any student at
a private or public school who is
convicted of a campus disruption
charge.
Additional laws placed on the
books during 197 0 reflect the
wide range of approaches being
taken by lawmaket·s in attempts
to deal with the student unrest
problem. Legislation included:

Arizona-The Board of Regents
was directed by law to set up a
Code of Condud for the thre!'
statt• universiti(•s. Thl' new
doeurnPJ;t,<kaling with both
faculty and student. conduct, W£>nt
into £>ffect F<•b. 1.
Florida--A law was passed
relating to admiEsion of students
formerly found guilty of
disruptive activitk•s at a higher
education inotitution to
universities and colleges. The law
directed the Board of Regents, in
adapting regulations, t.o take into
account the past actions. of any
person applying for admission as a
student to any state university,
either as a new applicant, an
applicant for continuation of his
studies or as a transfer student,
where such actions have been
found to disrupt or interfere with
the orderly conduct, processes,
functions or programs of any
other university, college or junior
college.
New Mexico-An intertm joint
committee of ·the legislature was
set up to mak'~ a study of
state-supported institutions of
higher education and
administrative agencies related to
them concerning policies and
administrative structure. The
committee, which is to expire on
July 1, was also established to act
as a liaison between such
institutions, the legislature and
the general public.
A report was released by the
committee early in 1971, which
recommended that the
University's Board of Regents
withdrew delegated authority
from student and faculty groups
and give the University president
ultimate decision-making power
"as the Board's executive agent."
The report also recommends a
changed structure of faculty

government, periodic n•views of
administration of each
deparLmPnt, a "f'irm policy" on
salaries and promotions and
establislmwnt of an admissions
poliey which would bar st.uclents
susplc'nded from othN institutions.
Oklahoma-A s<'c:ond unrest bill
adopted in this statt> deals with
the problem of tlw university's
authmity over non-students on
campus. It provides thnt any
person not a student, officer or
employee who refuses to leave
campus facilities of any college,
university, or public school upon
request is guilty of a
misdemeanor,
Virginia-The state legislature
passed a law which required
governing bodies of state colleges
and universities to establish rules
and regulations covering a number
of different areas. The same bill
also makes it necessary for the
goveming body of the institution
to pass a resolution before the
president can call in civil
authorities to enforce order, A
second bill defines as a
misdemeanor the offense of
failure of any person to leave
premises when directed to leave.
Washington-At the request of
the University of Washington, the
state legislature passed a law that
maims it a misdemeanor for any
person, singly or in concert with
others, to intimidate by force or
violence or threat thereof, any
administrator, faculty member or
student of any unive1·sity, college,
community college or public
school.

-------

When they come downstairs
from their Ivory Towers, idealists
are apt to walk straight into the
gutter.

Ar;ainst Soeiely",

n1akinJ! four .specifir acts i.nvo!ving

disruption of activitiPs on any
collt>gl• or univ<>rsity campus
within the state, public or privatP,
punishable as misdemeanors.
Public colleges and universities
w<'r(• also authorized through th~>ir
hoards of trustP<'S or presidents,
to declare a State of Emergency
when t.lH're is a cll'ar and pr~>sent
danger of disruption of orderly
conduct of the institution through
riot, mob action or other
substantial disorder. They were
also given the power to take a
number of specific actions to
p rt•~ l' r V<' order and rlisciplint>
during a ppriod of emergency.
A special procedure for rapid
susp<>nsion and dismissal of
students, faculty or staff memb!!rs
from public universities for
cPrlain offenses was also set up by
th<> wide-ranging new legislations.
20 sp,•cific offenses are subjPct io
the new procedure ranging from
maiming or disfiguring a person to
the new gencrla charge of campus
disruption.
The special suspension
pl'Oced ut·e involves granting a
hearing to the person arrested for
any of these offenses within five
days to determine whether m· not
he shall bl' immediately suspended
from the collegP or university.
The hearing must he condue!ted
by a referee, who is an attorney
appointed by the Ohio Board of
Regents. If the referee finds that
the arrested person did commit
the offense of which he is
charged, he shall ord~1· t!1e !?erson
suspended from the mst1tutwn. A
suspension is in effect until a
person is acquitted or convicted
of the crime for which he was
arrested. If convicted, in addition
to criminal penalties determined
by the court., the individual must
be dismissed from the college or
university.
Other legislation setting
penalties for disruptive activit.ies
included:
Maryland-House Bill 177 was
passed proh.ib it ing '' t!1e
disturbance or mterference w1th
the orderly conduct of the
activities administration, or
classes oJ· any public school,
college, or university within the
state."
Michigan-House Bill 3800
makes it a misdemeanor to refust>
1\llonday, March 1, 197t

Make tracks.

Real girl, thae s you.

Hush Puppies multi-color track shoes
come tn a whole gang of colors.
One·s gotta be JUSt your speed.
Work boots 1 too. No-nonsense styling.
Low cuts or high-tops.
Plenty of mileage in these suede
leather shoes with tough
crepe soles.
Yours from $17 to $?3.

... p.<•oJ ,.

Big cement cities turn you off.. Country
" for two.
sincerity. Morning dew. Picnics
Thdt's your mood. The mood
Cdptured by Hush Puppies.
Yours in smooth or suede pigskin.
Unpretentious color>.
Unpretentious price, too.
Aboul $16.
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Engineering Presents a Peele 'Into the Fzttztre

Chicanos Want Review of Laws
City Officials to Receive Demands Today
Some 400 people marched
from Robinson Park to City Hall
Saturday in a "March for Justice"
to protest alleged police
harassment of Chicanos and
members of other minority
groups. The march was organized
by the Black Beret organization.
Richard Moore, Minister of
Justice of the Black Berets, ended
the rally at City Hall by listing a
series of demands to be presented
to city officials Monday.
Amcng the demands is the
establishment of a Civilian Police
Review Board. A review of certain
laws is also demanded, These laws,
said Moore, <~re used as pretexts
for arresting people in disfavor
with the police. He listed the
offenses in question as disorderly
conduct, resisting arrest,
interfering with a police officer,
obscene gesturing, drunk and
disorderly and prowling. "We are
demanding that until a review is

completed nobody can be busted
the sickness of this society instead
on these charges."
of
to cure it, We must show
Failure by City Manager thetrying
pigs
and
anyone else who tries
Richard Wilsqn to act on the
to
oppress
us
that we will use any
demands would result, said
means
necessary
to defend
Moore, in a request for his ourselves."
"immediate resignation,"
UNM student Ralph Baca, of
The demonstration began Vietnam
Veterans Against the
shortly after 1 p.m. at Robinson
War,
spoke
on Chicanos and the
Park with music and speeches.
Indochina
conflict,
percent of
Santiago Maestas, Minister of people from New "67
Mexico who
Information of the Black Berets,
speaking of encounters between " have died in Vietnam were
Black Berets and police, said, "We Chicanos. We can't keep letting
our people die there.'' Baca urged
have met police who say they are listeners
to lobby in support of a
servants of the people. But from
now
pending
in the legislature
bill
others we have just met with
would
forbid
the use of
which
harassment. They are pigs."
New Mexicans as soldiers in an
Joe Armes, one of the undeclared war.
organizers of the Citizens Police
The bill, introduced by Sens.
Review Committee, formed to
Emmett
Hart (D ·Quay- DeBaca •
investigate and publicize charges Guadalupe),
Junio Lopez (R·San
of police brutality, said the
Miguel) and Anthony Lucero
committee would "make known (D·Bern.), is presently in Senate
the names of people who o~press Public Affairs Committee.
us. Police, said Armes "protect
About 2 p.m. the crowd
gathered at the east end of
Robinson Park and began
marching east on Central Ave.
Marchers took up all of the
east-bound lane of the street. A
city police car with its red light
flashing and several ,.Police on
Political Discussion
motorcycles escorted the
The goals, philosophy and marchers. A group of about 20
achievements of the Industrial marshals, red • armbanded
Workers of the World (Wobblies) members of the Black Berets,
will be discussed March 2, at 7; 30 flanked the march, occasionally
p.m. in the Santo Domingo Room slowing down the front of the
of the Newman Center.
march when it got too far ahead
of the rear, The marchers chanted
Wildlife Film
constantly.
John D. Bulger, the final
speaker in the Audubon Wildlife
Film Series this year, will show his
film "Wild Rivers of North
America" at Popejoy Hall March
1, at 7:30 p.m. Admission is
$1.50 for adults and $1 for
students.

·CAMPUS BRIEF§
_.';~,'---~-

Automatic Jump Rope

Ruben Kelly, of the electrical engineering department~ inven~or ~f
the automatic jump rope machine, takes a break durmg Fr1da.Y s
Engineering Open House. He invented the toy from an old washmg
machine, for his daughter Kathy.

Ski Club is planning a weekend
ski trip to Purgatory, Colo, in
March. The club will meet on
March 2, at 8 p.m. in the Union,
room 250-C. For more
information contact Jeff or Mike
at 842·8812, or Kathi at
243·6134.

Kiva Club

•
Waste Separator

U Presidents

Ski Trip

University presidents Frederick
P. Thieme, lP.ft, Colorado, and
Ferrel Heady, UNM, confer at a
meeting of the regional advisory
committee to UNM. Thieme, a
member of the National Science
Board, was featured at the
Thursday meeting held at the
Sunport.

Federal Support Asked
For Graduate Education

Stan Zygmunt, chemical
engineer, displays a design for a
waste separator which will enable
mining operators to separate dirt
and other waste particles from
iron ore by passing them over a
· magnetized drum.

Photos by
Chuck Feil

Master-Slave

A master·slave manipulator, used to handle radioactive materials
safely was on display in the nuclear engineering department.

"Is it a federal responsibility to
control and other major national
insure the health of institutions of social problems is being largely
higher education, or is it not ?If
overlooked. What is policy in
not this nation is in trouble," said reality has been the opposite of
Frederick Thieme, University of stated policy by the
Colorado president to a meeting administrations of the last five
of the regional advisory Presidents of the United States, he
committe<> to UNM for study in addo:>d. "Education, and
public science policy and particularly the education of
administration,
scientists, is a national resource
Thil'me, who has been a deserving of federal support."
member of the National Science
Thieme also cited a problem
Board (NSB) advisory board to being created by the present
the National Science Foundation administration's plan to expand
(NSF) for several years, was the higher educational opportunity to
featured speaker at the advisory the disadvantaged. Under this plan
committee's quarterly meeting at another 1.2 million students are
the Sunport Thursday,
expected to be taken into the
He said the NSB had nation's higher education
recommended that the graduate institutions. But federal support is
education of scientists should be a limited to the students. There is
federal responsibility, with heavy no plan now for institutional
federal support for graduate support to help the schools
students- "almost a full ride." provide facilities and faculty to
The NSB has also recommended meet the new demands.
support for institutions providing
Thieme said he favored
graduate education and that aid to institutional grants without
graduate students be given to the specific restrictions. "The NSF
individual and not tied to specific should wholesale money and the
research grants.
institutions which receive it
The Office of Management of should retail it into the areas
the Budget (OMB) often has as where it will do the most good."
much or more to say about actual Local or 'regional organizations
policy than the NSB, which is might be the proper instruments
advisory to the NSF, Thieme sa!d. for handling the "retailing" job,
What has happened, however, is he said.
that federal support in the form
of traineeships and fellowships for
Summer Tom
graduate students in the sciences
UNM will sponsor a 45·day
has been cut drastically as the tour through the Far East and
OMB has tried to match output of parts of Europe this summer.
Ph.D's to what it foresees as job Most travel will be by KLM Royal
demand in years ahead.
Dutch Airlines and the gl'oup will
Thieme said that he does not stay in first class hotels. More
consider this good policy since the ,information is available from
many new uses for scientists and George Prigmore, UNM College of
engineers in environmental Education.

Kiva Club will meet March 1 at
7 p.m. in the International Center.
Plans for Nizhoni Dances will be
made.

Teacher Evaluation
Students interested in working
with teacher evaluation are asked
to come to the ASUNM office in
the Union any time after 1:30
p.m. on March 2. Help is needed
for the first mailing of evaluation
notices.

Engineering Colloquium

UNM professor William J. Byatt.

will speak on "Electrons in
Random Media" during a
colloquium held in the electrical
engineering building, room 201,
March 2, at 3 p.m.

Poetry Reading
Poet William Stafford ,currently
the poet • in • residence at the
Library of Congress, will read in
the North Ballroom of the Union
at 8 p.m., March 3. The program
is open to the public and there is
no charge.

Gas TurhinP

UNM and high school students
and Albuquerque townspeople
touring the mechanical
f'ngin!.'~ring building for the
annual open house could view a
working gas turbine. However,
you had to time it right, or wait
until the next show.

Timctahlt·~

Purer Water

A water purification system designed for industrial use and for
cities situated below industrial cites was displayed in the civil
engineering building. The intricacies of the system are being
explained to a group of students.

av;tilahlc on all buse~.
Fill'<' 30c or four lokt'ns for S 1.00
Q-How far north do the
bust•s mt1?
A-TlH! NORTH FOURTH
route goes all the way to thl'
junction of North ·Jth and
'Nortlt 2nd··about l Y:i miles
nmth of ;\lcmcda. Call 2431721 for the spcci!k schedule.
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Repair 1\: :\faimcnancc
on all foreign cars

1. Are you a graduating
senior majoring in science~
engineering, agriculture or
busir1ess?

9oreign Car Specialisls
.333 Wyoming Blvd. :-:E
265·590!
J•ree Estimates

2. Are you graduating with
a degree in liberal arts,
with summer experience in
such skills as farming,
construction, business or
public health?
3. Are you willing and able
to acquire a working
knowledge of a foreign
language if given the
proper training?
4. Do you have a genuine
desire to work in partnership with people in other
parts of the world?
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tkopy korner ·SIMMS BUILDING

•
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
247·4406"•
.. Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to 8Y.z'' x 11':
Computer printouts, engineering drawings,
worksheets, organization
.. charts, oversized periodicals and book•.

~
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TEST PREPARATION

If your answers to one of
the first two questions and
both of the last two questions are "YES", you are a
prospect for the Peace
Corps.
Want to know more? Send
in the coupon.

BOOKS

The Peace Corps

there's so much
WHEN
riding-on the results, go

It Beat's the Parking Problems

Amistad Class ·
Amistad is offering a new class
entitled "Women and Their
Bodies." For more information
call Amistad at 277·5720.

• Dental Aptitude Test
• Grad. Business
School Admission

into that exam in complete
control. Plan ahead with the
only study guides that ac- • Law School Admission•
C'ii'i'ately simulate the test
you' II soon face- in both • Medical College
Admission ..
format and level of diffi·
culty. No clutter. No frills.
Just the facts you need to • Miller Analogies Test
pass. Confidence gives a !I!! G.!!.E. Ap!I!Ude Te~t
big edge.
• NTE Common Exam

Insist on Quality
Insist on Cowles

• Reg./Grad. Nursing

School Admission
SW'xll"• Paper •*$4.95 .. $4.45, all others $3.95 each
See these and many others at
your local bookstore

COWLES BOOK COMPANY, INC.

You can be proud of it.
You can be part of it.
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Wyoming's 65 Percent Shooting Was Unbeatable
By PAUL FLECK
The Lobos
closedintheir
home
basketball
schedule
inglorious
style Saturday night by losing to
the Wyoming Cowboys 91-80.
The loss assures th~ Lobos of
their worst WAC record ever and
leaves the doors open for the
following sad possibilities: 1) With
two road games remaining (the
Lobos have not won a conference
game on the road yet), the 'Pack
may very well lose their last eight
games of the season; 2) If they do
lose to both Arizona State and
Arizona next week, the Lobos will
find themselves in solid last place;
3 ) A nat i o n a I 1' an king
considerably below the no. 15
spot they achieved in December
when the team was 9·1 is assured.'

(

BALTIMORE (UPI)Baltimore Police, who investigate
one or two l'obberies of gas
station attendents almost every
night, were faced with the reverse
situation Wednesday,
George Evans, 3 0, reported he
stopped at a station to buy some
gas. When he went inside to pay
for it, the attendant grabbed him
and tried to wrestle his money
from him. Evens saved his cash,
but the attendant grabbed Evans's
$250 ring and fled in his car.
The car was found a few blocks
away, police later arrested the
night attendant, Carlin R. Brown,
Jr., 33, on assault and robbery
charges.

,Jim Hruban is parallel to the parallel bars while spectators look on in awe,

.
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Lobo Gymnastics Team Rolls
Toward Another WAC Crown.
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The Lobo gymnasts swept three
out
of six events
o~erpo'Yer
Colorado
State toUmvers1ty

160.65 - 154.00 Friday evening
and up their season record to
10-0
The Lobo victory was the
.,
.
.
second this season over CSU. Two
weeks ago UNM defeated the
Senior Bill Parise performs a Rams
in Fort Collins 161.60 to
difficult iron cross on the still 147.00.
rings.
Joe Kinkel, Jim Ivecik !lnd Bob
Chavez led the Lobos to a sweep
on the still rings. Kinkel's 9.05
was the high score in the event.
In the side horse Fred
Cardenas, Mark Hopkins and Joe
Kinkel collected the top three
places to give UNM another clrnn
sweep. Cardenas led the Lobo
whitt>wash with a 9.35 score. In
his last three performances
Cardenas
has scored 9A5 against
•
Denver, a 9.35 against CSU in
Fort Collins and Friday nights
9,35 against the visiting Rams.
'.-:,-;:,,, > -,, ,;
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Four Foot

BLACK LIGHTS
Bulb and Fixture
15.95 Complete

Strobe Lights
34.95
We have a wide selection
of sacadelic lighting thousands of postm·s to
choose {1·om. Come see our
Black Liaht room· at Hoff-

man to ll'il.

'rwo Locations
435 S:m l\Iateo NE
256·7241

·\

•

-- ·'

Hoffmantown Shopping
Center
296-0311
BankAmericard/Master Charge
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Patterson
Jim Ivecik
forMark
first
lace withtied
a score
of 9.35.
~opkins finished third for the

~he Lo~~:·

exercises. Stormy J!!aton le.d
assault for U~ With a ~u;mmg
score of 9.5. Jun Royce f1mshed
second for the Lobos with an 8.8
~olloy.red
?Y CSU's Mark Graham
m third With a 8.8.
In the long horse CSU's Rick

t

arallel bars was the only
failed to win
.
Le

fi1e. 1 o bo

~~ther
fir~ ~~ :e s~~o~~~a 0~
C;fo~a~~ St~te to~k the first two
eyen
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ORTHODOX GAHAI I•"IHESIDI~S. Monday niJ~hts 8!15, G21 Spruce S.E., Apt.
:nu. I•'or
information rrdl 242-4839 or
'"ritr• 11.0. Box 7!:7. AlbuqunquC", ~7103.
3/1

I.

swet>p in tbl' high bar. Jon Aitl<en,
who is making a habit of scoring
9.63 in this event, led the scoring
for UNM. Aitken's score of 9.65
was the third time this season he
has
that
and Kmkel followed Aitken w1th
scores of 9.4 and 9.35
respectively.
A leg injury to Dana Shelley

r~aclwd

WHERE: Journnliam Building, &om
205, afternoons preferably or mall.
CIMBificd Advertising

UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

words to 10.
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'rYI'!NG,~,T~:RM PA p~;mo;, tll""•·'• ew.
Mrn. J(inkndt•, ~liH-3400. 3/3
-~,~~ SANDAJ,S
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I,!'}ATHER,
AND CLOTHES
custom made. Phone 24:!-4614. Lowest
nrirro. 2/ll

Fred Cardenas wins the side horse ev<'nt with a
9.35 score.
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EMPLOYl\IENT

I•'ULL 'l'lME, PART TIME. Telephone

Rnl(_•, !'alary or commission. 2fi6·5307. Art
Johnson. 3/3
PHOTOG RA l'H E'•~'R:-:--c\::'1;-;A:::N-::'l;:;'S:;-.-:;1,;-:E;;;-.-;:M;--A;-;:L-;;E
MODELS for fiJ.':'Ur(> worl,. Expe-rience,
:tPPl'ar.n.nC'c <>onsid~t("(f in f~~ n<>gotia~
lions. Se-nd nnmr. addreJs, phoh<'. ph~to,
P.O. Ilox 402:J, AlbuqUer<JUe, ~710G. a ,,1

WAN'r~m--MI•:N

OR. 'VOllmN-io"r p;-;:t:

tiJn(• ('m}J)oymC'nt. No <"XPl•rh:•nre needed.
I•~or interview eall 26C·;{237 nftcr 4

P •.M, 2/
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MISCELLANEOUS

SHA!tE YOUH T~A:-::L-::E~'N;;;T;';"i s~-bn-lit_y_ou-r
bt>~t art worl\, photorrrnphy. POC'tt"l', fk·
tiOn and ("&ays to the 'l'hundt'rbjrd
~'fltj~~r ig::mc>. Dl':tdlinc Ar1ril 1, Room
205, Journalism Building. 3/5
I•'RF:I~

WIN:r: GUIDE. Free Whole9nle
Cnta1oJ!"; hundreds brand nnme nrot!ucts
a.t. 30l( ...[j0r:. off. \Vritt-Unh·crsity ln,·estor. Box 00022, I>nlJas, Texas 7G250.
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disappointing finish. With 26,000
fans fordrew
the about
last two
games, fans
the
Lobos
220,000
for the season and are almost a
shoe-in for the best attendance in
the nation.
Long is now 53 points short of
the school career scoring record
and 57 shor~ of the season record.
The former Is held by Mel Daniels
while the latter is Willie's own
recm·d of last season.
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Conference Standings
Conf.

W
9

Brigham Young
Utah
Texas-El Paso
Ari;<ona State
Colorado State
Wyoming
New Mexico
Arizona

9
8
7
7
6

a

2

All

L4

W
17

BYU Outwrestles Lohos;
WAC Champior1ship Next

UNM's wrestling team closed 126 - Roy Devore dec. by Chuck
out their 1971 dual meet season Chambers, 13-2. 134- David Romero
with a 33-5 loss to Brigham pinned by Laron Hansen, 4:03, 142 Bob Kelly dec, by Ron Kenworthy,
Young Saturday afternoon.
15-3. 150 - Mike Leibee pinned by
The host Lobos got points from Rondo Fehlberg, 2:40. 158 --Fred
only one competitor- Dave Paynter dec. by Larry Pittman, 2-1.
UNM forfeited to John
VanMeveren in the 177-pound 167
Sorochinsky, 177- Dave Van Mtveren
class. VanMeveren pinned Scott pinned Scott Jepsen, 4:58. 190- Tim
Jepsen in 4:58. Two Lobos were DeGroat dec. by Ken Westfall, 5·3,
Hwt - Alan Petersen dec, by Ken
pinned.
Tams, 2-1.
The meet Saturday helped
determine the seeding for
competition in the WAC
championships to be held in
Laramie, Wyo., March 6-7.
BYU got a good start from Paul
Fehlgerb in the 118-pound class.
Fehlberg decisioned Mike Johnson
of UNM 9·7 and was followed by
Chuck Chambers' 13-2 win over
The UNM women's swimming
Lobo Roy Devore in the
126-pound class. Chambers is the team has returned from an eight defending conference champion. school meet in Provo, Utah with a
third place finish.
Laron Hansen got a first seed for
The New Mexico girls finished
next week's conference
showdown by extending his behind Arizona State and
season pin record to six in pinning Colorado State in a field
consisting of mostly WAC schools.
UNM's David Romero.
The team received strong
Roy Kenworthy upped his
record to 17-0-2 by taking a performances from Val Fisher,
who placed second in the 50 and
decision over UNM's Bob Kelly in
100 yard breaststroke events, and
the 142-po und class, 15-3.
Kenworthy is BYU's best Eddi Ediewetzel with a second
grappler.
place in the 50 freestyle and a
Rondo Fehlberg, another BYU fifth in the 100 free.
The team itself took third in
defending WAC champ, pinned
the 200 yard medley, the 200
Lobo Mike Leibee in 2:40, while
Lobo Fred Paynter lost his yard freestyle, and the 100 yard
freestyle along with a fifth place
potential first seeding in the WAC
finish in the 100 yard medley.
finals by dropping a 2-1 decision
Other swimmers who gained
to Larry Pitman. After forfeiting
the 167-pound class to BYU, the points for the team were Jan
Mosher (sixth in the 50 yard
Lobos saw Van Meveren claim the
butterfly and sixth in the 100
only Lobo points by pinning
Jepsen.
yard medley); Rosemary York
(5th in 200 yard medley and sixth
Ken Westfall decisioned Lobo
Tim DeGroat in the 190-pound in diving); Elaine Gronberg (sixth
in 100 yard butterfly) and Jan
class, 5-3, while Alan Pete1·sen's
season mark fell to 13-2-2 after Walsh (sixth in 50 yard
backstroke).
losing a 2-1 decision to BYU's
Ken Tams, Petersen lost the first
seed in next week's meet to the
man he will probably have to
The Pan-American Sanitary
wrestle to win the conference Bureau, with headquarters in
championships.
Washington, D.C., was founded in
UNM listed first: 118 -· Mike
1902
to work toward the
Johnson dec. by Paul F.ehlberg, 9-7.
eradication of yellow fever.

Coed Swimmers
Finish Third
In Provo Meet

Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry
Counselor Alwoys on Duty

2106 Central S.E.

HALl;' BLOCK TO UNM - Plush nw one·
bedroom furnialted nt>nrtments. avnilnbl~,

I

1\-lar('h 20-Aprill~twin or douUJc> beds-~
$135 includes utilili"'l, 141 Columbia
S.E., 266-3966. 3/31

MAI,E ROOMlllATK $5R month, nil utilitl<'!l pnid, close lo UNM. 266-3670 nflc•·
G. 3/2
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FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue, !HJ PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at University

FUN

FUN

'A SUPERB JOB
OF SUGGESTIVE

IMAGE- MAKING!'
Btllley Crow!her NV T1mes.

JVIICHELANGELO

ANTONIONI

in his firsl color 61m

0.:..- •

WINNER-GOlDEN LiDNAWARO
BEsr PICfUilf 1964 VENICE filM fESTIVAL

TONIGHT 7:30 ONLY
Societe du Cinema
SUB THEATER

r
i

I
MEDALLION BICYCLES

.65
· 89

FIESTA BURGER chili, cheese 0· o11ion ....... , ....... , ·

.65

FLAME
BURGER hickory smaltc sauce & rminn . . . . . . . . .
-- ..... ·- ...... -------- . -·- --- ···-·

.50
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Adventures Galore!
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f.,

EUROPE•

FUN TOURS

~eo
& Air
Crossing
Ist Cia
ss Hotels

FR.<>~TIER.

-or+-

lndopondont

FI.EST.A.YTR..A..IVT
Across from Johnson Gym
2400 Central Ave. SE
7:30-5:30 266-0550
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itAMlNEX P!tACTIH'A CAMERA, •imde
ft•ns tt•firx, IHlJJ('r '1'1,~, ar; MM. $00. 247w
~Ol 0. Ask for Paul. 3/3
11170HONDA--s'L"afio · M:-:O:::'f::::O;:;-c(::::I:::t(:;;>s~s:-.-:;:;;oo;:;;o
miles, exccii<>nt condition. Hrl11 Juggng('
:rndt, oth('r <'Xtrns. $600 n('notinblc, OffcJ"
expires Mnroh 4. Cnll 2!16-0620 after ~

We invite you in for coffee,
conversation and to see our bikes.

I

120 Harvard SE

Phone 266-5074

2428 Guadalupe • Austin, Texas

-----......-
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Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

I•,tC'brh L Sni~, 3920 Srtn Mntco; open 9
to 0. 2/4
1966

CADJLLAC CONVImTJBLI;,

I•"ull

)lower, ir, prcmium whft~wnllg, $1,500.
265-0347. 2/26
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HAUWOOD Tours

1. Personals
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Wr/to For Faldor

CLASSIFICATIONS:

with lull frtc(:ory gunrant.ce. Nntionnlly
ndvertize<l brnnd to be sold for $29 cnoh.
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Travel by Minibus
." • ·
Studont Drivers,
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30 PORTAIILE TV's. $30 to $60. 441
Wyoming N.E. 255·6987. 3/5
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VW CAMPI•;n, sound "62 body, rebuilt flli
engine, $HOO. 266-3600. 3/2
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Escorted Qu~lity
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Prjntn..._Sculptt1rc--Snnto..q nnd rnore, nll

by Albuquer<IUc craftsmen. 3/4

Jim Ivicek is airbound after
vaulting over the long horse.

NOW OPEN
~

dbl. meat american cheese
1'elish sauce & onion . . . . . . . . • . .

BoNANZA BORGER

STEREOS. These stereos have walnut
finish and BSR turntables nnd wm sell
for $_88 each. United I•,reight; Sales,
3920 Snn Mnteo. OPen ,9 to 9, 2/5
CASA DE PAZ--HnndcrnfLq, 6245 4th
N.W., I,~cnthcr-Clotlw.s~Pottcry-Cnn·
dlcs ---.Tl"wt"Jt"Y-Wcnving-Pnintinsts ~

I

From the 1lroilicr

CHEESEBURGER same as abova wfclteddr:r cltaese

BUCKSKIN PANTS, 29' W 30' L, newish,
bcnutifully make, $20. Call 277•5175.
3/6
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Ferguson

I-IAMBURGI~R mayonnaise, tomato, j!iclde ~·onion ..... -.55

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

TAPE RECORDER with
speakers and nrrcssori~. (loXC<'IJent <.'ondition. Cnll 277-4969 nfter G. 3/G
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Photos
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Jim Royce is captured by the camera during hi.s floor exercise
routine.
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It was another frustrating night
for the Lobos, whose efforts
deso:rve more than fate is letting
them win. Willie Long played his
heart out once again and
accounted for 31 points. Mike
Faulkner had another good game
(except for his usual anemia from
the foul line), but 45.2 percent
shooting is no match for 65
percent.
The first half was a dramatic
battle with the lead changing
hands 16 times and being tied on
eight occasions. At intermission
the Lobos held a one point
advantage, But the Cowboy,;
quickly went ahead to stay at the
outset of the second half.
Roberson threw in a long one,
Roy Wilson followed suit and the
Lobos never caught up.
A faithful crowd of 13,665
turned out to watch the

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

The Lobos collected theit' final

-- ~ r··J
Jt~~- r
)i'"'

·
f rom compe t'mg ~n d
kept hun
preve!lted
the. sweep
Lobo~m ffrlom
capturmg another
oor

The Lobos we;re again the
victim of during
an unbelie-vably
opponent
their loss to hot
the
Cowboys. Paced by an
unconscious Willie Roberson, the
Cowboys were successful on no
less than 65 percent of their shots
from the field.
Roberson could not miss and
time and again swished long
-SO-footers from the far reaches of
the corners. Roberson ended up
with 28 points.
But the Lobos could not
blanket Roberson and ignore
someone else because Wyoming's
big men were also hot. Jerry
Brucks was nine for 11 from short
range while Franklyn Irvin
enjoyed seven for 10 from all
over.

BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

editorial

LUSC
Fi11isl1ed
Wit11 Work
The Senate Education Committee
(SEC) Friday gave a "do not pass"
recommendation to the bill
continuing the Legislative University
Study Committee (LUSC). It was the
SEC's contention that the LUSC has
finished its work.
We feel the LUSC has finished its

work as well, and if the committee is
continued, it will truly be nothing
more than a guide dog for the
University.
Even though LUSC members have
repeatedly denied the committee
exists solely as a watchdog for UNM,
other state universities were referred
to · only in passing at the SEC
hearing. Otherwise, testimony in
favor of the bill referred only to
"the" university.
L USC members maintained strides
have been taken in cleaning up the
University's committee system,
cleaning up The Lobo and keeping
UNM quiet. The results, of course,
are attributed to the existence of the
LUSC.

No one has helped in "cleaning up
The Lobo" and the same can be said
for the rest of the University. What
progress that has been made here has
been made simply because we have
made the system work. It was not
because he had help from any
legislative source. Most of the other
criticisms brought out by the
committee can be helped by more
money.
LUSC member Merrill Taylor
(R-San Juan) said the University is
like a pot on a hot stove. If the
LUSC is not continued, he
maintained, the pot will indeed boil
over. Campuses are areas of
intellectual activity - if the activity
is not stimulated at times, stagnation

I

sets in. Campus unrest of the type
seen at UNM recently is healthy and
necessary if a university is ·to fulfill
its function.
I daresay some meaningful gains
have even been made because
student dissatisfaction- often
expressed through a rally or some
other form of protest-has pointed
out problems.
The LUSC will be debated on the
Senate floor today. The Senate could
better spend its time trying to find
an answer to UNM's financial
problems rather than debating the
bill. We hope the Senate will follow
the good sense of the SEC and defeat
the LUSC bill.
Sarah Laidlaw
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Hadrian VII

By JERRY NORTON
in priorities" they've been calling for
YAF-FCNS
took place? Obviously if billions are
In his State of the Union address cut from the defense and space
President Nixon announced that he budgets, if the SST is pared to the
was going to propose a "full bone and if thousands of men are
employment" budget, a budget that released from the armed services to
would be balanced if the economy find civilian work, in the short run
were running at normal efficiency.
unemployment will result. It takes
Of course, the President went on time for defense industries to find
to say that we did not have "full civilian products and markets, and
employment," which meant that his for the economy to find places for
budget would be a deficit one, part the new workers.
of his "expansionary" (read
Nor does it help when artifically
"inflationary) plan to end what high wages are forced on business by
many consider to be a serious labor unions (aided by liberal
recession.
legislation of the past four decades)
One cannot deny that many 'areas and minimum wage laws (passed by
of the country are in severe liberal politicans). These put many
economic straits at the moment, but businesses on a profit margin too
it should be noted that those areas small to permit them to hire more
suffering the most are those affected employes if, that is, they want to
by cutbacks in defense and research stay in business. If the Democrats are
the strip of electronic genuinely concerned about lowering
spending,
Hurting for Hate
firms near Boston, computer unemployment and slowing inflation
To the Editor:
software firms in Washington, D.C.,
Re Zvi Ankori's diatribe as the firms around Cape Kennedy that they could do far more by repealing
reported in last Tuesday's Lobo- depend on the space program, the ·those laws than by trying to shove
the good professor must really be defense firms of Los Angeles and last down Nixon's throat yet another
hurting for hate issues if he has to (but tops in unemployment) Seattle, piece of government power over
delve ·back into Babylonian antiquity where tens of thousands of former individual lives, mandatory wage and
to come ·up with a quid for killing Boeing workers are now collecting price controls.
Also open to quest.ion is the
and swindling Arabs.
unemployment checks.
President's
judgement in using the
Surely there are more current
Ironically, those most directly 1965-69 years as a standard for
issues for raising wrath, perhaps not responsible for this unemployment
against his Arab brethren, but hate is are those who are doing their best to measuring "full employment." It's
hate arid we have for starters the make an anti-Nixon issue of it, the hardly a normal situation, or a
sacking of Rome by the Visigoths, or liberal Demo<.'rats. Exactly what did desirable one, to have several
Conquering Willie's 1066 adventure, they expect to happen as the "shift hundred thousand men taken off the
labor market to fight a foreign war.
or, even more current our own S a g a r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
of the West wherein we beat our
Southern neighbor out of huge
Lobo Staff
chunks of real estate.
Editor: Sarah Laidlaw
Perhaps something as current as
Managing Editor: Casey Ghmch
Russia's Baltic takeover will heat up
I<:verett Robinson
Barbara Morgan
It!.J. Bauf:!r
Paul !•'!eel<
Roger Ruvillo
an otherwise vapid bloodstream, but
Sally Washihl(ton
Andy Garmezy
Mark Sall!:IH'z
Aaron Ilowurd
for bringing on a vigourous
Pat McArdle
Sandy Schauer
Bob lllarly
Jim Pensj~ro
Sandra
McCraw
fulminating boil he could have
D.avc Parker
Deann!• Stillman
H.osalil tr('rguson
P!!Wr l<atrl
Clark J ermain
touched on the present plunder of
Davr Brands
Judy Gontalc.r;
Chuck Feil
Bob Butler
To1n Glennon
Palestine and the Middle East by the
Charles Andrews
Kathi Schrocd!!t'
Wayne McNet•ly
Buffie
LaneaHtt
t
forces of World Zionism.
!tobin Poppelsdorf
Leslie Waddv
Sue Major
1

1

Chip Habb

·

Kimbel Fisher

In a scene from Hadrian VII,
Thea Barnes, left, is surprised at
being called on in his dingy
rooming house by two eminent
clergy men, played by Guy Spaull
and Joseph Maher. Hadrian VII
plays at Popejoy March 8.

Fund Situation Parallels
Other State Universities

Right On.

J o c Hartshome
L....-----------------------------1

That situation produces a kind of
over employment, with a shortage of
labor contributing to the inflationary
wage spiral.
The 4.9 percent unemployment of
1970 is thus not unusual for a
peacetime economy, and it is strange
'that the President has chosen to
accept the rhetoric of his political
foes instead of pointing out that
they grossly exaggerate the problem,
and are themselves primarily
responsible for what difficulties
there are.
The option that Nixon has taken
is to decide that he is a Keynesian,
and call for a massive deficit budget.
'fhe planned deficit for 1972 is
$10 billion, compared to a real
deficit for 1971 of .$15 billion (the
President originally said the 1971
budget would have a surplus). In
point of fact, the President has
practiced Keynesianism throughout
the term of office without bringing
unemployment to the low point he
desires, but the lesson seems to have
been lost on Nixon.
The President would do well to
study Keynes some mote. If he does,
he'll discover that Keyn(>sian theory
was predicated on the belief that
deficit spending would restore
purchasing power, and thus profits,
without increasing prices. It was
assumed t.hat in a time of increasing
unemployment priees would not go
up. Today, however, tlw power of
unions is such that wages continue to
increase regardless of whethor
produetivity increases or what the
gcmeral economic situation is, and
these built-in wage increases mearl
built-in pri<:e increases. A $10 billion
deficit will thus twithor solve the
probh>ms of unemployment nor stop
ramvant inflation. Nixon SN\ll1S to
foe) that he can win rP-eloetion by
adopting tho policios of those he
d(•f'rat<>d in 1961-l. That. is t• dubiom
proposition incl('(•d.

\

\
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Tighter Security Urged, No 'Public Exclusion'

:I

Help the Earth
To the Editor:
For 2000 years man has taken
advantage of the earth. Last year
millions of Americans made a move
to start the clean up project, to
revitalize this spaceship. We called it
E-Day; Earth Day 1970 has long
since passed and the earth is still
polluted.
This year Earth Day will occur on
April 21 and it is hoped that this
year people will do more than shout
out, "Give Earth A Chance."
Being a member of the Speakers
Committee, I am in charge of
arranging speakers and panels on the
subject of pollution, transportation,
development, etc. If you would like
to help by being on a panel or giving
a lecture please contact me at 216
Santa Clara Hall as soon as possible.
. This year we want everyone to take
part: p:wfessors, students, and civic
people. The earth belongs to us all so
we must learn how to care for it and
then do it.
Mother nature is going to take
only so much, then she is going to
fight back.
Randy Biggers
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Bombing 'Shakes' U.S. Officials
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'Spiro, Your Friends Are Here-Would Y~u Explain The Subtleties Of All This To Them?'
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SER\ALS DEPT c

WASHINGTON (UPI)-From President
Although security is strict in the galleries
Nixon down, officials in this shaken capital
overlooking
the House and Seante chambers
insisted Monday that the government would
access to other portions of the building i~
not be frightened into locking the public out
almost unlimited during working hours.
of federal buildings.
Last October, the General Services
Many did propose stricter secrity
Administration (GSA), which oversees
regulations at the U.S. capitol to prevent a
federal buildings, established stricter security
repetition of the bombing there, but nobody
for
federal buildings everywhere after an
was calling for exclusion of the general
increase in acts of violence against them .
public from government buildings.
At many buildings, the number of
The bomb exploded in a rest room
entrances were restricted, and those entering
normally used by senators in the U.S.
them
were required to show identification
Capitol early Monday, 30 minutes after an
and submit to search, particularly of parcels
anonymous telephone caller said the blast
and briefcases.
was in retaliation for U.S. support of
The senate architect's office immediately
military operations inside Laos.
began an assessment of the damage and the
The explosion at 1:30 a.m. EST caused no
senate
public works committee ordered an
injuries, but it demolished the lavatory and
investigation
beginning with a 9 a.m. EST
severely damaged several adjoining rooms.
hearing
Tuesday.
Despite its force and locution, the blast
"We want to find out how an explosive
failed to buckle the west wall of the Capitol
device could be successfully planted in the
which has been described as so shaky it
Capitol of the United States," said Chairman
could collapse under its own weight.
Jennings Randolph, (D-W. Vu.) " ... this
President Nixon, during a trip to Des
incident represents an attack on the very
Moines, Iowa, was emphatic.
center
of the government itself."
"We must not allow any of these incidents
Later Monday, another telephoned threat
to close these great buildings," he told
caused
evacuation of the Federal Reserve
reporters. "These warnings will continue and
building
on Constitution avenue about 20
incidences of violence will continue. But we
blocks from the Capitol, where about 600
can provide protection."
persons
are employed.
He said Attorney General John N.
"I just left the building 15 minutes ago
Mitchell had urged him to assure the people
and
the Federal Reserve is going to blow up
that they should not be frightened from
at
3:18p.m.
because of the war," the caller
visiting national monuments and buildings.
said. Asked what the Federal Reserve had to
"We have a million and u half visitors a
do with the war, he replied: "because they
year and somebody has suggested it would
control the money ... "
be very easy for a visitor to come to the
Senate Democratic leader Mike Mansfield
White House with a bag or receptacle -~ and
and Senate Democratic Whip Robert C. Byrd
the place would blow," Nixon said.
agreed that whoever planted the bomb in the
"But these are the risks you take to have
capitol was familiar with the area.
an open society. To be afraid that's wl1at
"He knew what he was doing," said
the violent people want. They want to
Mansfield. "He had looked over the place."
frighten the American officials and the
people."
"Somebody did it that had particular
knowledge
of the area," said Byrd. "It's just
Nixon's press secretary, Ronald L. Ziegler,
not a spot the casual tourist would be
told reporters earlier in the day that the
with."
familiar
President had told senate GOP leader Hugh
Sen. Robert P. Griffin of Michigan,
Scott that security must be stepped up to
assistant senate Republican leader, whose
guard against ftuther bombings.
office was shaken up by the explosion, said
The Capitol was one of the few
"Although security measures in and around
government buildings in Washington where
the
capitol will have to be tightened, this
guards at the door did not search visitors'
act will not intimidate those who
criminal
packages and briefcases on a regular basis.
must carry on the nation's business.

A r!'cent proposal by the
Cottrell added if budget cuts go
Departm<'nt of Finance and
through,
the University would
Administration (DFA) to cut
probably
take
only the number of
funds for the state's universities
by $2.5 million "will turn the students the BEF projected. BEF
universities' present holding projections, however, have been
opt>ration into a retreat," warned only half as much as actual
enrollment increases for the last
Karl Koenig, UNM psychology two
years.
professor, yesterday.
"If
the money is not put up,
Koenig's remark came at a press
the
responsibility
for the
conference called on behalf of the
consequent
enrollment
limitation
University faculty and the
American Association of belongs square on the shoulders of
University Professors (AAUP) to the legislature, and not the
express concern over proposed universities," Koenig said.
cuts in university appropriations.
The DFA last week
recommended appropriations for
the state's colleges be cut $2.5
million from the $45.9 million
earlier recommended by the
(See related story on page 4)
Board of Educational Finance
(BEF).
Marion Cottrell, president of
the UNM chapter of the AAUP,
said proposed cuts would force
the University to limit enrollment,
WASHINGTON ( UPI)a position President Ferrel Heady
Members of Congress told the purpose, no matter in what all eligible 19·year aids would be
staled at an alumni meeting last
House Armed Services Committee sophisticated packaging it is considered for induction but
week.
Monday the draft is slavery, not wrapped, is involuntary servitude. could remain in college.
"Most of us are reluctant to
setvice, and draftees should be To keep using the word service to
describe actual slavery is a
shut the doors on qualified
The administration has asked
exempt from fighting in Vietnam mockery."
students. but it is criminal to
for
authority to phase out
if the draft is extended beyond
The testimony came in the undergraduate deferments but
work under the situation which
June 30.
might develop if we are faced with
The slavery charge was made by committee's second week of White told the committee his
a budget cut," Cottrell said.
Rep. Bella S. Abzug, (D-N.Y.) hearings on extension of the draft system would give every able
The situation at UNM is
who said the draft exploited her beyond its June 30 expiration, the young man the opportunity for an
"exactly parallel" with the
black, Puerto Rican and job! ''S raising of military pay and tl1e education and "provide the
situation at other state
constituents while students and question of deferments for college·trained manpower
James Thorson
undergraduate college students.
universities, said James Thorson,
necessary for an excellent 20th
persons in essential occupations
Rep, Richard C. White, century army."
president of the state chapter of
were deferred.
Peter
Prouse,
chairman
of
the
theAAUP.
(D-'I'ex,) a committee member,
Faculty Policy Committee, called
Rep, Sam Gibbons, (D-Fla.)
White's proposal is one of
testified in behalf of his own
~or an end to the "fiscal agreed the "burden of combat" system
several
offered for Congressional
to use a lottery by which consideration.
cannibalism" in which the state falls unjustly c•1 draftees. He
takes funds away from "programs urged the committee to write into
which have some hope of any draft extension a provision
long-range accomplishments in forbidding use of draftees in
combat "except in defense of the
favor of short·range solutions."
The budget cuts arc reported to 50 states.",
Gibbons said he doubted an
have been recommended to give
SANTA FE-The Senate did not debate or vote on a
tht> Departm!'nt of H~alth and all·volunte~r army could be
measure
yesterday that would authorize and fund the
Social Services an additional $·1.2 , c hieved in Lime of war and
million to finish this year in the criticizt>d the army for recruiting continuation of the Legislative University Study Committee
black.
volunteers "by offering soft jobs (LUSC) as expected.
to
get out of combat, and that's
The professors at the news
The measure, sponsored by Sen. Ike Smalley (D - Sierra conference also expressed concern a hell of a note."
HidalgoLuna) proposes the continuation of the LUSC.
over low salaries.
A ban on the nse of draftees in
Friday
it was given a do not pass recommendation by the
UNM is in the bottom 10 combat would make it more
difficult
to
go
to
war
and
prevent
percent in university salaries as
Senate Education Committee after testimony against the bill
rated by Lhc AAUP, Thorson said, the country from being slowly was given by students from UNM and members of the
adding if the DFA embroiled in a brushfire conflict American Association of University Women.
recommendation is approved "it that b !'comes a foreign war
The LUSC bill is expected to come up for debate in the
will contribute to the without corlgt·ession:~l approval,
Gibbons
said.
Senate
tomorrow. If the Senate concurs with the unfavorable
deteriorating morale of the
Abzug gave the cominittee a committee report the measure will be killed. If, however, a
faculty. We've lost a lot of good
pel)plt>, More loss will be among fiet•y lecture on the evils of the majority vote overturns the committee recommendation, the
draft and said, "Conscription, no
Karl Koeuig
(please lurn lo page 2)
LUSC continuation bill will be referred to the Senate Finance
matter how worthy the avowed
Committee.

Draftees 'Slaves' Says Congresswoman

LUSC Bill Gets 'Do Not Pass'
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